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IMO Empowers Clinicians and Billing Staff
to Gain Better Insight
Allscripts selected Intelligent Medical Objects (IMO), the industry leader in nomenclature use
and terminology mapping to provide an easy, reliable way to find and select accurate medical
codes. Working seamlessly within Allscripts Professional EHR™ , this collaborative effort allows
physicians to capture their clinical intent at the point-of-care, and helps coders and HIM staff
to document and code with greater accuracy in today’s maze of standard vocabularies. Together,
Allscripts and IMO continue to add features, recently adding the ability to help Allscripts
Professional EHR clinicians with troublesome Problem Lists.
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How does IMO

improve physician workflow

within your Allscripts EHR system?
Clean Up Your Data (CUYD)
IMO Clinical Interface Terminology is used by more hospitals,
outpatient clinics and medical offices than any other
terminology solution. IMO Terminology allows clinicians to
enter a diagnosis into a patient’s Problem List with the familiar,
often informal, clinical language that they are accustomed
to using. These terms are then seamlessly mapped to all
standardized reporting and reimbursement codes including
ICD-10-CM and SNOMED CT®. This eliminates the need
for clinicians to remember awkward or cumbersome coding
language when documenting in their EHR.

Quickly and easily
organize your
Problem List using

Clinical
Categories

■ Ensure local dictionaries are current and
properly mapped before new ICD-10 codes
are released
■ Organize terms into categories to make
them actionable
■ Avoid instances where terms are relegated
to a miscellaneous category when IMO
Matchmaker cannot find a match

IMO Procedure Terminology offers clinically relevant procedure
terminology with a wide variety of uses within EHR and HIT systems.
This includes order entry, results reporting, charge entry, documentation
of a performed activity, and documentation of a patient reported past
surgery. With Procedure (IT) Terminology, clinician workflow is
maintained, the need to remember CPT®, ICD Procedures Vol. III,
ICD-10-PCS, SNOMED®, LOINC®, RxNorm®, CVx, or HCPCS
specific terminology is eliminated, accurate documentation is annotated,
and correct procedure billing is submitted.

Clinical Categories available for Professional EHR 16+ and Clean Up Your Data (CUYD) available for Professional EHR 17.1.3+
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